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CHAPTER 1 

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

A nucleus consists of many particle*^ each of which 

possesses an intrinsic-spin angular aomentu® and a resultant 

magnetic moment* She particles are coupled together In 

such a manner that th© net angular momentum f ie colllnear 

t© the net magnetic moment, ju Therefore, 

= r„ ?, tt> 

where it known ag th# nuclear gyroHiagnetlc ratio. 

In quantum theory >« and J are treated as vector 

operators* The meaning of th® parallel operator concept 

in quantum mechanics is found by examining the matrix 

elements of th® operators. If a dimenilonlese angular 

operator I 1® defined as 

r = -ft i, (2) 

then X has eigenvalues which are either integer or half 
A A 

integer. Any component of J, x^for example, commutes 
A, £ A ̂  A, 

with X so that X and I z have simultaneous eigenvectors* 

and their eigenvalues any be specified siarnltaneously, 

t®"1"}*8 *• aXi°titer, PrtnelpiX»B of Mafflytlo Regonanoe 
BsMreloe ££31 M A S 3t«t« Ptxyelee (Kgw Yorlt. 1965), 



Til© eigenvalues are called X and yt\ f respectively• Of 

oourse, In may to® any of the 2X •¥ \ values X } X-\, ...3-X» The 

meaning of equation (1) Is that 

where >u / and I > are components of the operators and 
X X 

A . 
X along the arbitrary y -direction. 

The Interaction energy associated with the nuclear 
N \ — ^ 

magnetic isossent in a magnetic field %&--//. . H Q * 

The Haalltonian of this system Is 
A A

 A 

^ * \A0 W 

and, if the axes of the coordinate system are chosen auoh 

that Vi0 lies along the z-axis, 

^ a - y - » + ( 5 ) 

The eigenvaluea of tnie Has11ton!an are Just multiples 
A 

(ŷ "h H o ) of the eigenvalues o f I z . The allowed nuclear 

Zeeman energies are 

These energy-levels are evenly spaced with s p a c i n g \ \ Q 

between adjacent energy-levels* Energy-level transitions 

are energetically permissible (applying the Bohr frequency 

2Robert Martin Eisberg, Fundamentals of Modern Phjelca 
(New York, 1962), p. 260. 



condition, £ --\s (Jfit photon® of angular frequency 60=.ŷ  14Q 

are provided to the system. 

The crux of the Idea le a® follows: a) there exist 

nuclear Zeeaan. energy levels when art Isolated nucleus, with 

non-zero angular momentum. Is placed in a magnetic field,? 

to) transition® between the®© energy levels are possible 

If photon® of angular frequency v̂ l-l0 are provided* This 

angular frequency is recognized as the classical Larmor 

precession frequency for a charged body which possesses an 

axial angular ©oaentua and Is placed in a magnetic field. ̂  

Interpreting the nucleus as a uniform spherically charged 

mass possessing a total angular momentum results In the 

Laraor frequency being the precession frequency of the 

nuclear magnetic moaent about the direction of the magnetic 

field. Another consequence of this model is that if a 

circularly polarised sagnetlc field is provided la the 

direction of precession and if the angular frequency of this 

perturbing field Is tuned to the frequency of precession, 

A 

then the nucleus will absorb energy and "flip". 

In conventional optical spectroscopy energy emitted is 

analyzed. In contrast, in nuclear magnetic resonance (NMB) 

external energy is provided and its absorption by the nuclear 

system is studied* 

\eith a. Symon, Mechanics (Reading, Mass., May, 1961), 
p. 197. 

4e- R- Andrew, iiuoXaar Magnetic ReeoRaaco (London, 
1956), p. 23. 



Thus one sees that the classical condition for absorp-

tion of energy by the nuclear magnetic moment is that cir-

cularly polarized radiation be provided in the direction 

and at the same frequency as the Laraor precession frequency. 

Notwithstanding differences in technique, one may also find 

the condition for absorption by an analogous argument to the 

Zeeman-effect, ^ Zeeman-effect transitions produce radiation 

which is circularly polarized in the plane perpendicular to 

the steady magnetic field. It is therefor® easy to see that 

In order to excite such transitions one needs to supply 

radiation with a magnetic vector circularly polarised in a 

plane perpendicular to the steady magnetic field,-* 

The essentials in 1MR have been obtained by considering 

an isolated atomic nucleus, sometimes called a free-spin. 

However, in bulk matter this Isolation is no longer realiz-

able,6 The non-isolation of nuclei in bulk matter has 

important consequences essential to the observation of a 

steady-state nuclear magnetic resonance absorption. First 

of all, the local Magnetic environment provides a mechanise 

by which energy can be absorbed by the nucleus, via nuclear 

Zeeman transitions, and transferred to other degrees of 

freedom of the molecular system, via various relaxation 

processes, without upsetting the equilibrium distribution 

5Ibld. p. 5. 

detailed account of molecular beam experiments 
(where Isolated atomic nuclei are, in certain instances, 
realisable) can be found in N. F# Ramsey's book. Molecular 
Beaste (oxford, 1956). 



of spins a®ong the mrieu® nuclear Zmmm ataies# Secondly, 

and sore Important to the experiment to be presented, the 

non-1eolation of the nucleus provides a looal nagnetlc 

field which nay influence profoundly the position, width, 

1 
and shape of the KKR absorption line, Thus, ID order to 

understand the stalls of an SMR experiment lxt hulk matter, 

one mmt tal» into account the total magnetio field at the 

nuclear site, not Just the externally applied field* 

Tailing Into aeeount the local field, the resonance 

condition nay be written ass 

Ho + ^ (7> 

to indicate explicitly that the average local field shifts 

(at fixed operating frequency) the mmmnm condition toy 

an aaount 

A H = H - -ii (8) 

from the value for an Isolated nucleus. Am defined, 

AH > 0 corresponds to <W l 4 MjX0 as in dlaa&gnetiw* 

flie magnitude of (W^oCA.|^ ha@ "been found to wry widely, 

fro® field-dependent values of AVV/W0- to
5 for proton® in water8 

M« I* Anderson* "nuclear Magnetic in para-
magnetic Organic Crystal®", unpublished doctoral dissertation* 
Department of Physics, Stanford University, Stanford, California, 
1962, pp. 2, 3. 

8 
H. A. Thoaas, *Th® Biam&gnetl© 0©rr#ction for Protons 

in Water and Mineral Oil", The Physical Rtrlew. I d (1990)» 
901, 



to field-independent value® of in© order of \0S gauss in 
S? 0 

ferromagnetic re 

The local field at the nueleus is due to oany fa©tor®, 

and each particular sample under investigation with M R ' 

techniques wist be analysed with regard t© its magnetic 

properties to determine which factors produce the looal 

field# An outline of the mechanlsae responsible for local 

fields, which eause resonant-line shifts# la given below 

with special emphasis on the line-shifting mechanism in 

paramagnetic organic free radicals. 

Line*Shifting Mechanisms 

The bulk magnetism of certain materials may affect 
10 

Umi resonant frequency of toe nucleus in certain oases** 

Shifts arising from bulk magnetism ©ay be either positive 

or negative depending on whether the sample material is 

paramagnetic or diasagnetic, fhese shifts also depend on 

the geometry of the sample under consideration* 

Possibly one of the easiest line-shifting meeb&nlMS 

to visualise is that due to the shielding of the nuoleus 

by the surrounding electrons. As a consequence of bmz * ss 

law the Induced motion of the electrons, due to the external 

magnetic field, produces at the nuclear site an external 

9s. 5. Banna and others, ""Direction of the Effective 
Magnetic Field at the Nucleus in Ferromagnetic: Xr©n% The 

m&imi mm mmiM U96o.k 531. 
**"%» Feher, ¥• D« Knight, "Measurement of Electronic 

Susceptibilities by Means of Huelear Sesonance Absorption", 
®&e levlew o£ g@len.tl.fle Instruments JOTl (1955), 293. 

mailto:g@len.tl.fle


magnetic field proportional tout opposite In direction to the 

external magnetic field# Consequently, this mechanism i® 

given the mm dlanagnetie shielding# The field thus pro-

dueed was first calculated by Lamb11 for free atoms but 

later, as 11® resolution Increased, Lamb* s calculations 

proved to be Inadequate to explain the observed phenomena. 

Ramsey12 developed a theory which explained the phenomena 

in molecules by expressing the shielding aieohanlsm a® a 

sua of the dlanagnatio term and a second-order paramagnetic 

term, which be attributed to the distortion front spherical 

syin2i©txiy of the electronic shells by the close proximity 

of atoms in' molecules. Sine® the resonance shift produced 

by this mechanism 1® dependent on the particular electronic 

configuration In question# the mm® chemical shift is given 

to it* 

The discussion thus far has been Halted to Interactions 

of the total magnetism of the sample and the electron cloud 

with the nuclear magnetic moment. However, there exist 

other interaction® which further modify the field at the 

nucleus* The electrons, as a result of their charge and 

intrinsic spin, possess magnetic ©omenta, and therefor# 

interactions exist between the magnetic noaent of the nucleus 

^w. e. Lamb, "internal Blauagnetlc Fields*» The 
Physical gegjLe&kX (1941), 817. 

*%. Wm Ramsey, "Magnetic Shielding of Nuclei in 
Molecules", fhe gharllcftl H«ri<wTtXxyilI (I960), 699* 
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and tli© magnetic' moments of the electrons. Is a result of 

Panli*6 Identification of these interactions as toeing 

responsible for the hyperfine lines In optical spectra* 

they are broadly classified as hyperfine interactions*. 

Hyperfine interaction© are Intimately related to the line~ 

shifting aech&ais®® In metals and paramagnetics« 

Line shifts in metals were first observed toy Knight"^ 

la 1949. He observed that a spurious re®©nance occurred 

f5rom the copper-sample ooll of his apparatus at a slightly 

higher frequency (In fixed external field) than did the 

resonance obtained trm his sample of CuCl. Similar shifts 

have been observed for other setals--with the heavier metals 

exhibiting the larger shift. This shifty called for obvious 

reasons the Knight shift, is field dependent but tempera-

ture Independent# It is the result of the hyperflne Inter* 

aetlen between the nuclei and the assail number of unpaired 

conduction electrons. The shift Is relatively small for 

aetals whose conduction electrons do not have predominantly 

14 

8"*type wave functions* The usual Knight shifts corres-

pond to positive hyperflne fields (A U<0)jbut positive Enlght 

shifts have been observed in some Internetalllo compounds. *5 

*>• Knight, ttNuclear Magnetic Resonance Shift in 
Metals" t a t ghy.Ilc.al Review^uqcyi <1949), 1259. 

X*G. H» Townes, C. Herring, W. jd. Knight, "The Effect 
of Electronic Psranapietisa on Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 
Frequencies in Metals", Jkfi Physical Review mxwil (1950), 
852. 

15M. E. Anderson, ojd̂  clt.. p* 20. 



Resonance Shift in Free Radicals 

the mechanism responsible for the shifts presented. In 

this work Is on© which Is peculiar to paramagnetic® with 

electron exchange# Special emphasis is give® In the fol-

lowing to organic free radicals# 

Th© usual free radical 1® characterized by having on® 

unpaired electron p#r molecule# The unpaired electron is 

highly delocalised within the molecular volume, but is 

tightly bound to the molecule as & whole. Also, large 

internal dipole fields arising from the electronic spins 

"J fi 

are characteristic of para&agnetlos. In th© absence of 

lis©-narrowing mechanism© the MMH is broadened by these 

dipole fields and would, in generalf be unobservftble. 

However, If rapid electronic motions, such as m j result 

fro* exchange interactions, exist in the solid, the HMH 
17 

may be "exchange narrowed8. Physically the exchange 

interaction corresponds to mutual flipping of the elec-

tronic spins aany times per Larmor precession, flier ©for#, 

if the spin® are in rapid relative motion, the local field 

"seen" by a given nucleus will fluctuate rapidly in time. 

Only its average value tafeen over a time {the Lamar period) 
1 

H. G. Shulman, V. Jacoarlno, "Nuclear Magnetic 
Resonance in Paraoagnetlc MnFg'% The Physical Review.OYIII 
(1957)» 1219. 1 

17 
P« w. Anderson, R# R. Weiss, ttlXehange Harrowing. In 

Paramagnetic Resonance*, Reviews of Modern PhysiogjXXV 
(1953), *̂̂ 9 • 
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long compare# with the duration of a fluctuation will b# 

observedjand tMi average is much smaller than the in®tea-
ig 

taaeous value of the local field, whence tine narrowing.*" 

Taking into aocount this exchange interaction, one may 

write the nuclear spin Haailtonian as a sum of the free-

spin magnetl@*fleld interaction and a small perturbation 

tens, the T • S iaotropic-hyperfine coupling between 

nucleus and electronj 

- "U. V ». rT • % , <8> 
y> 0 t ' 

where 1b the hyperfine constant in energy units* The 

only reason one can con aider the X-3 coupling to be a 

small perturbation 1® due to the strong exchange inter* 

actions* The characteristic eigenvalue epmtrm of the 

abovo Hanlltonlan is given by 

H ( m ^ = - "fc VlQ tyvj-4
 a-£naI M 

vhere ia u . averse 9l.otron oplu elgomrBlue 

oyer the whole experimental volume and is the nuclear 

spin eigenvalue* Equating the Bohr energy condition for 

energy-level transitions to the energy-level spaeiage of 

the eigenvalue spectrum, Ecu (9)» one obtains! 

= Ufl +
 E °-V . (10) 

1A 
A* Abragara, The Frist® iPlee of Nuclear Magnetlm*. 

(Oxford, 1961), p« " 



XI 

Therefor®, a shift, fro® th« fvtm̂ wpla of Hi# rateBsneft 

llad oan ba axpaotad wtdate fam magnitude and direction given 

toy, 

A w - U _ _w_ _ ttE ^ ̂Ŝ O-V . 
° r7, ~ ^ M ) 

Tli® hyparfine constant itt ©a«r®r uniti way be rewritten (ae 

apeoified by eXeetron apia resonance (B&R) *ea«ure*enta) in 

tewae of B&pttie itftoXd̂ atrangth unite by the foXlowiag 

relationt 

a.,, = 
h a«) 

AXao, aay be written in terma of the talk para»a$-

netio susceptibility in the turn 

OfHor - W y ^ > (13) 

where I ie th« tsunbar of spina per mft voltme. Using 

relatione <X2) and (X3)« one way now reiwrite the ahift 

equation, $q» (XX), as« 

- aw^H a 
AH- " ° . (1«) 

•ft# above ®o««X# «j»Xatnfng tha yaaonaao* Alft in free 

radiaaXe, wats proposed by M, 3. Andtrtou*^ 

*%• E# Anderson, qp« cit«. pp* 20 • S4t 
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The shift in free radicals 1b due to to© hyperfine 

interaction between the nuclei and the unpaired electron® 

is the molecules. The similarity between the above shift 

and the Knight shift Is this* both are due to a hyperfine 

interaction between electrons and nuclei| in metals, via 

the high spatial mobility of the conduction electrons* and 

in free radicals* via the extreme time averaging resulting 

frm the exchange Interaction!* 

the utility of Eq. (14) is the following: if a sub-

stance of ternwa susceptibility Is under investigation, 

Et. (14) provides a direct mean® for obtaining the hyper* 

fine eonstant, a problem of considerable interest to the 

Physical chemist? conversely, if a substance of known 

hyperfine constant is under investigation, Eq# (14) provide® 

a method for determining the temperature behavior of the 

susceptibility. 

Magnetically equivalent nuclei (i.e., nuclei experi-

encing the same average local field) will combine to give 

one resonance line. In some eases chemical equivalence can 

be equated to magnetic equivalence, thus providing a means 

for chemical structural analysis*. Also, since the intensity 

of each resonance line is proportional to the number of 

nuclei contributing to that line, one can, if the chealeal 

structure is known. Identify each line with the nuclei of 

the element producing it. 
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In this work a substance of known ehajaie&l structure, 

known eueoeptiblllty and known hyperfine constants Is used. 

The reason such a subst&nc© mt choe©n was to verify the 

proposed model for a saople whose characteristic suscepti-

bility passed through a sharp saxlata at It® Heel tesptra-

tnre, i.e.9 the temperature at which the susceptibility 

ceases to obey a Curio law. 
oq̂.2 "S 

Several workers ' J have observed suoh shifts in 

various paramagnetic substances who®® susceptibilities obey 

a Curl® law, 
20H. H. MoConnell, C. H. Holo, "Proton R**owmm 

Shift; in Blekolooeae", Tha Journal of Chaalaal Phygloa 
3jXXXIX (I960), 65. 

pi 
H. G. Slailaan, ©E& 

2%* S* Outoweky and others, "Proton Magnetic Resonance 
and Electron Spin Densities of Hydrasyl", The Journal of 
cm%m mMrn>m UB®). 860. 

2%# E» Anderson, o^ oit«. pp. 34 - 94* 



CHAPTER II 

EXPERIMENTAL CONSIDERATION 

A block diagram of tli® radlo-frequenoy spectrometer 

uned to this investigation 1# shown la Figure 1# 

the apparatus which supplied the radiation neeessary 

for nuclear £e satan energy "*l©vel transitions m m of the 

usual variety used in NHR experiments* It consisted of a 

marginal oscillator circuit similar to the on© described 

by Bu«® and Bogart.^ A g-cheia&ti# representation of the 

marginal oscillator and the -associated deteotion circuit 

1® prooontod ia Figure 2* 

The oscillator oonsists essentially of a staple 

cathode-follower feedback olroult with a plate detector* 

The classification.! Marginal oscillator, it due to the 

fast that it If operated very nmr the threshold of oscil-

lation where the tuned-grid circuit's sensitivity to loading 

is at a maximal, The tank ooll of the tuned-grid input is 

employed as the saaple ooll,2 i»e», the ooll in whioh the 

•^U Buss, I.* Begirt» wtid«*Riyage Marginal Oscillator 
for Operating luele&r assonance 'Brobm Through Flexible 
Cable1*, SSSSkBL 3l WL (I960), 204, 

2tfillia» C» Smith, "Magnetic Susoeptlbllity of a Crystal-
line Free Radical**» unpublished a®sfcer*s thesis, Department of 
Physios, North Te»® state University, Beaton, Texas, 1962, 
P. 27. 

14 
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Fig* 1—Block diagram of -the NMR spectrometer 
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sample receives the radiation necessary for nuclear Z©email 

energy-level transitions, The slightest impedance change la 

the grid ciroult will affect the level of oscillation. 

Recall that if the radiation supplied to an isolate® nucleus 

in -a steady magnetic field has frequency equal to the Larmor 

frequency, then the sample will absorb energy from th® 

radiation field and undergo a nuclear Zeeman energy-level 

transition, This absorption process acts as an added resis-

tive Impedance in the tank circuit}thereby changing the 

level of oscillation. Changing the frequency of the oscil-

lation or the value of the steady magnetic field will turn 

OFF the added lupedance and the oscillation level will 

return to normal. If the shunt resistance, resonance 

absorption, is turned ON and OFF at a constant rate, the 

level of oscillation will be ©hanged at a constant rate. 

This process produces an asplitude modulation of the radio-
's 

frequency signal* The action of the detector is merely a 

rectification of the amplitude-modulated "carrier" to re** 

claim the absorption signal. 

The modulation of the resonant field* strength value 

w m accomplished by wrapping 12 windings of Id-gauge copper 

wire on the pole faces of the magnet providing the steady 

field. The windings were placed on the pole faces in a 
3 
In this essperlment a field strength of 9000 gauss was 

used,which corresponds to a Larmor precession frequency 
( UJ =• Yy, U0 ? "K\ = 2.37 * \o gauss) of =sr 32.8 mc>which 
is in the radio-frequency range. 



IS 

spiral fashion begglimiitg oloto to tho oe&ter of the pel# 

fnoes sad progressing to the outer od$«* Application of ab 

al ternat ing current (o*. 500 ops) to tho col ls produced a 

ai&all a l ternat ing s»®aeti@ f i e l d euperiapooed upon the steady 

aagnetle field* Tlais, the amplitude modulation of tho radio* 

fr®Q««iey ca r r ie r ilgtt&l was a t tho aaao frequeney •» tho 

al ternat ing n&gnetle f i e l d {called the aodittation f i e ld ) # 

As previously stated, the detector reclaimed the absorp-

tion signal by rec t i f i ca t ion of the assplltudOHSodulated 

*oaw»ioi*, The sign*! mo then amplified a t approximately 

the Modulation frequency and fed to a obopper»*type ph*«#» 

sensit ive detector which delivered an output proportional to 

tho product Of tho amplitude of the slgaal and the ooaino 

of the phase aasle re la t ive to & refersnoo signal vhiob woo 

a t to saao frequency M ttie aodNlfttlcKi f i e l d . Tho phfioe-

a e a s i t i w detector and i t s aosooiated power supply and 

amplification o t u i | » « t a r e presented aofcuMatioally In Appeo* 

dlx I I , 

The output voltage f roa toe phase-sensitive detector 

was applied aoross a Varlan G.10 recorder nfeiofa. plotted the 

f i r s t derivative of the absorption lino* The reason that 

th i s p lot was the f i r s t derivative of fee absorption l ine 

was due to the foot that the modulation-field amplitude m e 

sueh l e s s than the to ta l width ( OL 1/10) > measured In gauss, 

of tho absorption line# Therefore* as tho steady mapietie 

f i e l d was slowly increased throw#* tho absorption l i ne , th® 
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absorption signal, 1.©., modulation amplitude of Kf signal, 

was proportional to the slop® of the absorption line. 

The steady laagnetio field was provided 1>y an electro-

magnet with 6»lmeh-diaaeter pole pieces and en air gap of 

2 toil 1/16 inches* The magnet In conjunction with & Harvey-

Welle Corporation H3-1050 precision magnet power supply 

generated a fluid of 9000 gauss utilising 2960 watt® of 

power* The currant regulation was one part in 10^, 

The magnetic field k m swept linearly in tin© by 

varying th# reference voltage in the magnet power supply* 

A 2-volt battery was connected through a variable resis-

tance to a 10-turn raicropotentiometer. The drive voltage 

was tapped frora the wiper ana of the mioropotenticeeter, 

which wag motor driven at 1 rpm. Adjustment of the variable 

resistance produced a sweep of the magnetic field at a rate 

of 12 gauss per minute. 

The sample coll was 5 turns of 18-gauge copper wire 

shielded from extraneous signals by a piece of 1-inch thin-

walled brass pipe 5 laches in length* The shielded sample 

eoil was soldered to a 6-inch piece of i»iaeh stainless-

steel tubing and attached to a brass top 6inches in dla~ 

••tar* The rigid probe thus constructed had a total length 

of 11 Inches and was suitable for mounting In a small nltro-

gen single-dewar cryostat* The sample was packed into a 

standard 9ms glass shell-vial with a small wad of glase 

wool* The actual sample volume enclosed Inside the sample 
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*!3£ 

©oil was between £ and -f cm-'. Connection fro® the probe to 

tli# oscillator was made with a short section of R&-29/U 

flexible coaxial ©able. Figure 3 shows the probe asseably. 

Th® 500-cpe modulator. In addition to providing a 

Tarlabl«~*aplltttde signal for small^aaplitude field modu-

lation, also provided a signal of adjustable amplitude and 

phase which was the reference signal for th© phase*sensitive 

detector, fills piece of apparatus is sohenatloally repr<§» 

sented in Appendix IX. 

The experiment was conducted in the temperature range 

of 77-300 °K. A small aaount of liquid nitrogen wag placed 

in th® bottom of th© dew&r and it© evaporation was the cause 

of the variation in temperature* i»e#, as nitrogen evapo«* 

rated the sample heated up. Temperature measurements were 

Bade with a oopper -o one tan tan thermocouple in conjunction 

with a Leeds and iJorthrup millivolt potentiometer (Cat* 

io# 8691)• 

the remainder of the electron!© apparatus indicated in 

Figure 1 was of commercial designs oscillator power supply. 

Lambda regulated power supply Model 0 - 280K - 677i modula-

tion monitor, Ballantine voltaeter Model 961; RF level 

monitor, Hewlett-Packard Rf ailllvoltaeter Ifodel 411 AR; 

frequency counter, Northeastern Sagimeering frequency counter, 

Model 14-210; phase-sensitive detector monitor, Duoont 

oscilloscope Zfp@ 303A. 
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FIs* 3—Rf low-temperature probe assembly 



GEAPfffi III 

PRESENTATIOH OF DATA 

A sample of lf 4«bls--aiffiethylaiainab@nz@n© p@rchl.orat© 

(Wurster1 s blue) (WB) wa® synthesized. according to the wort 

of Michaelt® and Groniok1, and sailed to this laboratory by 

Duffy, who had previously performed susceptibility iiessure-

aeats on the substances la the temperature rang® 77 - 300 °1„2 

Figure 4 show® the chemical structure of ¥B. 

Extensive work has been carried out, using SSH techni-

ques, on WB, Welssman at al.,found the ®SR spectra to 
3 4 

consist of 39 linos in 13 triplets. Tuttle compared the 

ESE spectra of IB with Its counterpart deuterated in the 

four benzene-ring positions and showed unambiguously that 
1L« Hlehaelis, S. Graniek, "The Polyaerlxatlon of the 

Free Radlo&ls of the Vtarster Dye Type; the Diaerio Resonance 
* I M Si A j » A » Chemical Soelet? (1943), 

2w* J«, Duffy, MThe Hagnetle Susceptibilities of Crystal* 
line Stable Free Bsdltals in the 77 *"* 293 °K Temperatur e 
^•"p I2HS&3L S£ Chemical ng«ioi,xgm (1962), 490, 

3s. I. Welsaman and others, "Syperfine Splittings in 
Paramagnetic Resonances of Fret Radical®", the Journal of 
Ohgpjcal Physios.XXI (1953), 2227. 1 1 — 

4 
S* I. Welsssaan, "Paramagnetic Resonance Spectra of 
m S a i c a l lon""' S s isasisi St Cham."*! PteBlBs. Mil (1954), 1135* 
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the triplet ttruotur6 on the main lines is associated with 

the four ring protons# Tuttle also identified the larger 

splitting between triplets with the Interaction of the 

unpaired electron with the methyl protone. 

From the ESR work on TO* one sees that there are two 

species of protons and sine© these two set© of proton# are 

sot magnetically equivalent (equating magnetic equivalence 

to chemical equivalence) one would expect two absorption 

line# from this substance, one due to the "benzene ring 

protons* the other due to the methyl protons* 

The relative positioning of the lines was the princi-

pal goal of thl# investigation* The Idea wan to see whether 

the shifts actually had a temperature variation identical 

to that of the susceptibility as related in Eq. (14). 

Equation 14 can be rewritten in terms of the molecular 

weight using the relation I a M0/M0t where 1 is the number 

of spins per unit volume* H0 is Avagadro* s number and M 

is the molecular weight* The equation then takes the form 

A H = - > • (15) 

According to this model the two IMK lines in ¥8 should have 

5t. R. Tuttle, Jr., ̂ Analysis of the WR Absorption 

si SteB4ai» 
XXX (1959) 331. 
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a separation, whose magnitude Is given toy 

«se9- - *««, ̂  l ( - X ^ a W c H ^ T w y r l 

6 
or, using the hyperfine constants of Bolton et al. , 

(16) 

Usep r l>2' * %->» ("> 

where 7^ is th© per-unit-mass susceptibility* therefore, 

a measurement of this separation as a function of tempera-

ture prosifies a direct means for determining whether this 

model applies to MB, especially to ©low the Heel temperature. 

A sampling of to© data taken is shown in Figure 5. A 

definite temperature dependence in these absorption-line 

first derivatives Is evident. 

Since the two line® were not highly resolved, the 

method of analysis was complicated. First, the data were 

analysed by measuring the separation between maximum and 

minimum slope of the absorption line as indicated by dis-

tance A in Figure 6# The result of this separation as a 

function of temperature is indicated by symbol A of Figure 7. 

The second method of analysis was to measure the separation 

between approximately aero slopes of the absorption line as 

Indicated by distance B in Figure 6, This separation as a 

function of temperature is indicated by symbol B of Figure 7. 

R. Bolton, A. Carrington, J. dos Santos ¥elga, 
"Eyperfine Constants of Wurster*s Blue Ion", The Journal of 
Molecular physios,V (1962), 615. 
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The fact that the area under the absorption line is 

proportional to the number of nuolel contributing to that 

line, and therefor® that the area ratio for sethyl line t© 

ring line should be 3il» provided the third method of analy-

sis, Using toe curve-fitting techniqueb devised by H. J. 

Maekey of the lorto Texas Stat® University physics faculty 

in conjunction with an Z3BH 1620 computer, it was possible 

to fit two gaussian linesf with the restriction that the 
7 

ratio of areas b® 3il# to the data obtained# A plot of 

the two lines thus obtained for 195 °K is shown in Figure 6. 

The dotted line of Figure 6 la the integration of the first-

derivative line used to define the distances A and B, Sep-

aration C a® a function of temperature is represented by 

symbol C of Figure 7. fh® heavy line la Figure 7 Is the 

theoretical separation of the two lines according to Sq* (17) 

and using th# susceptibility measurements of Duffy. 

Table I shows the pertinent Information about the two 

line® a® a function of temperature obtained by the third 

method of analysis. 

7 " ' u '' r: ::i : 

The program and definitions of parameters are included 
in Appendix I. 
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Ho=9000 gauss 

Fig# 5—Haw IMS data for WB 
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Fig. 6—Analysis methods A, B and G 
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TABLE I 

DATA OBTAINED FROM ANALYSIS METHOD 0 

30 

T(°K) H 
"••P 
(gauea) 

W1 
(arbitrary 

units) 

3.87 8,21 
4,05 8.38 
4,00 8*05 
4,35 8,50 
4.55 8,50 
4,52 8,24 
4,60 8,60 
4,64 3,29 
4,69 8,10 
4.78 8,21 
4,79 8,10 
5.23 8,28 
5.43 8,43 
5.26 8,25 
5.33 8,50 
5.55 8.35 
5.54 8,22 
5.65 8,22 
7.45 8,50 
6,80 8,43 
6.79 8,45 
6,77 8,60 
6.76 8,77 
6,50 8,46 
6,43 8,44 
6,36 8,60 
6,28 8,4o 
5.77 8,15 
5.45 7.98 

*2 . 
(arbitrary 

•units) 

ratio 
of area© 

123 
124 
133 
134 
141 
143 
145 
147 
149 
153 
155 
161 
166 
170 
177 
180 
182 
105 
195 
198 
202 
205 
209 
212 
215 
218 
222 
239 
258 

7.14 
7 
6 
7 
7 
7 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
7 
»|> 

7 
6 
7 
7 

7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
T 
7 
7 

26 
74 
42 
20 
04 
85 
90 
99 
84 
95 
04 
02 
07 
80 
17 
00 
16 
35 
10 
56 
79 
55 
36 
45 
26 
25 
00 
06 

2.02 
2,01 
2,31 
1.95 
2.07 
2 * 0 2 
2,42 
14 
98 
08 
97 
98 
02 

1.90 
2.10 
1*93 
1.93 
1.90 
2,03 
1.73 
1 
1 
1 
X. 
1, 
2. 

1, 

,86 
.83 
>97 
.95 
,94 
.01 
• 93 

1.82 
1.92 



CHAPTER IV 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

The agreement between theory and experiment presented 

In Figure T Is seati-quantitative at best, but there are some 

discrepancies In the literature among the susceptibility 

measurements on which the comparison 1® based* Okwaura* 

reports a susceptibility behavior In WB which more nearly 

approximate® the experimentally determined temperature 

dependence of the line shift In this work, Rhodes2 ha® 

proposed a model to "explain" the temperature dependence of 

the susceptibility which even more nearly approximates that 

which was obtained* However, even the qualitative agree-

ment between theory and experimental result® indicates 

unambiguously that the line shift In this paramagnetic free 

radical Is directly proportional to the susceptibility of 

tee substance even when below the Heel temperature. 

This Investigation has shown, however, that observa-

tion of the temperature dependence of the line shifts is a 

rather poor mean® for determining quantitative susceptibility 

Okwnura# "Magnetic Susceptibility of Wurster* @ Blue 
Perchlorate", T&g Journal Physical agc^X £f i S m R M U l 
(1963), 69* 

2H» S. Rhodes, "Model for Magnetic Susceptibility of 
¥. B. Perchlorate", Bulletin of the American Physical Society* 
(April, 196*), *65* 

31 
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measuremente. Oft the other hand* If qualitative tempera-

tur e~dependenee Information i§ all that 1® required, the 

method provides a direct measure of this dependence* 

From Tab!© I it can be seen that the line widths of 

the methyl and ring lines remained sensibly constant over 

the temperature range considered* fhli eftttstaney explain® 

the Qualitative agreement between analysis methods 1# Bt 

and 0. If the line widths proved to he constant a® a 

function of temperature In general, one could nee method 

A or Bf in ©sees where the lines were not highly resolved, 

for detewinlng the qualitative temperature dependence of 

the shift# However, there is sruch to be said for method 

0« This method provide® information about the line width® 

which it not obtained in either of the other method®# Also, 

the program used in method C, presented in Appendix X, 

could be extended to more than two lines with little effort. 

It would provide a convenient means for analysis! of compli-

cated structures where several unresolved lines were 

involved. 

The ratio of area® under the ring and methyl absorption 

line® was found to be approximately 2si instead of the 

theoretical mine of 3sl» Shi* discrepancy is probably due 

to diam&gnetio impurities contained in the sample. However* 

impurities should not affect the magnitude of the shift® 

since the shifts depend primarily on tSie electron distribution 
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within til# paraaagnetlo moleculea rather than ©a Inter* 

molecular intweotlonB. 



APPKHJ5XX I 

ooms m fmrnmrn 

Tto© data obtaiaod in thi® socporinsnt m m tkm first 

doriYativos of tli# HMR absorption spootra of ¥1# It oo»» 

sistod of tho flrtt dorivativo of two absorption Xiao® 

whioh «tr« aiiuiift gaassian in shapo* Tho two lino* had, 

aoeording to tho thoory, a ratio of 3*1 In &r@a# I ®upor~ 

position of two gsusslaa linos oan too writton aathsnatioaXX/ 

is tho font 

^ = A^exp[-'2(^~i-v)2] "+ A 2 exp [-z(H__^ 1 

whoro A, is tho aspXitado of Xino cl^ is tho diepXaoooont 

of Av fra Hit origin, and W, is tho lino width moasurod 

tootwosn maximum and alniau® slope of Xino If eiailarljr, 

ittbstript 2 appXios to Xino S* Lot F » dy/dx» th*r«foro» 

F -- P, ( X - Pt) exp [ P3 (X - P2 )
l 1 + p4 Cv - P s ) « p t PfcCx- P5 f 1) 

whor® 

P = - i?i., ?e = a. , P3 = 
I w « <= 1 

P A= _ _ i , P£ = a 2 3 and Pb = 

34 
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For each speetruss (a different speetrum for eaeh tenpera* 

ture) an estimate wa® mad© of to© parameter® P( through 

and along with, an F versus X determination)was provided to 

an IBM 1620 ooapiter whioh followed the following machine 

logic to arrive at the results presented In Table I, 
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CURVE FITTER FOR SUM OF TWO DIFFERENTIATED GAUSSIANS 

DIMENSION CF(6,7),X(45),Y(45),W(45),P(6),PF(6),DP(6) 
1001 READ,ND,NP,IWT 

D0777J=1,NP 
777 READ.P(J) 

D0776J=1,ND 
778 READ,X(J),Y(J) 

R=ND 
IMSUB=1 
IF(SENSE SWITCH 4)7,299 

299 IF(IWT)300,301,302 
300 DO350K=1,ND 
350 W(K)=1«/Y(K) 

GOTO400 
301 D0351K=1,ND 
351 W(K)=1. 

GOTO400 
302 D0352K=1,ND 
352 W(K)=1./(Y(K)*Y(K)) 
400 FAC=1. 

I C=0 
NP1»NP+1 

1000 VAR=0. 
D013I=1»NP 
D013J=I,NP1 

13 CF(I, J)=0# 
D01K=1,ND 
MR-1 
G0T0999 

998 INSUB=2 
ER=Y(K)-F 
VAR=VAR+ER*ER 
DOI1=1,NP 
TEMP=PF(l)*W(K) 
CF( I ,NP1)=CF(I,NP1)+ER*TEMP 
D01J=I,NP 

1 CF(I,J)=CF(I,J)+PF(J)*TEMP 
D031=2,NP 
LMN=1-1 
D03J=1,LMN 

3 CF(I,J)=CF(J,I) 
VAR=SQRTF(VAR/R) 
IF(MP-1)70,70,^8 

70 DP(1)=CF(1,2)/CF(1,1) 
G0T071 

C ENTER GAUSS AT 48 
48 DO501=2,NP 

D051J=I,NP1 
51 CF(1-1,J)=CF(1-1,J)/CF(1-1,1-1) 

DO50L=I,NP 
DO50J=I,NP1 
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50 CF(L,J)=CF(L,J)-CF(L,1-1)*CF(1-1, J) 
DP(NP)=CF(NP,NP1)/CF(NP,NP) 
00521=2,NP 
L-NP1-I 
IJ=L+1 
SUM=0. 
D059J=IJ,NP 

59 SUM=SUM+CF(L,J)*OP(J) 
52 DP(L)=CF(L,NP1)-SUM 

C EXIT GAUSS AT 52 
71 1F(SENSE SWITCH 3)10,11 
10 TYPE9*+ 

FORMAT(/27HTYPE IN FAC USING A DECIMAL) 
ACCEPT,FAC 

11 00121=1,NP 
12 P(I)=P(I)+FAC*DP(I) 

IC=IC+1 
IF(SENSE SWITCH 1)5,6 

5 TYPE207 
207 F0RMAT(/2X1HI,10X4HP(I),14X5HDP(I)) 

00551=1,NP 
55 TYPE201,I,P(I),DP(I) 
201 FORMAT(/I3,5XE1^.7,5XE14.7) 

TYPE202,VAR,IC 
202 FORMAT(AHVAR ,E 1 0 , 5X1*fHN0 ITERATIONS ,13,//) 
6 IF(SENSE SWITCH 2)7,1000 
C PLOT BACK 
7 ABPO =0. 

RMSPD=0, 
TYPE206 

206 FORMAT(/5X1HX,13X1HY,13X1HF,12X3HDEL,12X2HPD) 
D08K=1,ND 
MR=2 
G0T0999 

997 DEL=F-Y(K) 
PD=100.*DEL/Y(K) 
ABPD=ABPD+ABSF(PD) 
RMSPD=RMSPD+PD*PD 

8 TYPE204,X(K) ,Y(K) ,F,DEL,PD 
20b F0RMAT(/E12.5,2XE12.5,2XE12.5,2XE12.5,2XE12.5) 

PDM=ABPD/R 
RMSPD=SQRTF(RMSPO/R) 
IF(SENSE SWITCH 4)210,98 

210 TYPE208,PDM,RMSPD 
208 FORMAT(/7HPDMEAN=,F7.3,5X6HPDRMS=,F7.3 //) 

TYPE209 
209 FORMAT(/3 X1HI, 10X4 HP (I)) 

00666 1=1,NP 
666 TYPE200,I,P(I) 
200 FORMAT(I4,5XE14.7) 

GOTO1001 
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9 8 T Y P E 9 9 , I C , V A R , P D M , R M S P D 

G O T O 1 M 0 3 H I C = ' l 4 ' ' t X l f H V A R = ' E , 2 * 5 ' ' f X l f H P D M - . E ' 2 - 5 , M 6 H R M S P O . , E 1 2 . 5 ) 
9 9 9 X M P 2 = X ( K ) - P ( 2 ) 

X M P 5 = X ( K ) - P ( 5 ) 
E 1 - E X P F ( P ( 3 ) * X M P 2 * X M P 2 ) 
E 2 = E X P F ( P ( 6 ) * X M P 5 * X M P 5 ) 

^ ) —~P ( 1 ) * E 1 - 2 «^fP ( 1 V ^ p ( 3 ) * X M P 2 * X M P ? * f I 
P F ( 5 ) — P ( 4 ) * E 2 - 2 . * P h ) * P 6 * X M P q * V M P C * F o 
S 51 W , 1 ) * X M P 2 * X M P 2 * X M P 2 * E 1 X M P 5 * X M f > 5 * E 2 

PF ( 6 ) =P ( i+) * X M P 5 * X M P 5 * X M P 5 * E 2 
P F ( 1 ) c X M P 2 * E 1 
P F ( 4 ) = X M P 5 * E 2 
F - P F ( 1 ) * P ( 1 ) + P F ( 4 ) * P ( 4 ) 
G 0 T ° ( 9 9 8 , 9 9 7 ) , M R 1 ' 
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CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS 
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Q Q-Multiplier Output 
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Output (to Recorder) Q 
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